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Empowering The Next Generation
by Mia Lorick
On June 14th, attorney Mia Lorick attended UT Law’s CLE Conference on
State and Federal Appeals. Mia had the opportunity to meet Texas Supreme
Court Justice Eva M. Guzman, who is the first Hispanic woman to be
elected to a state-wide office in Texas. Justice Guzman, who holds the
record for the most number of votes received by a Texas Supreme Court
Justice, was a speaker at the conference and discussed the recent trends
at the Texas Supreme Court. Justice Guzman graciously took the time
to offer Mia words of encouragement and wisdom. Mia argued in the
Texas Supreme Court in February of 2018 and was thrilled to finally
meet her idol Justice Guzman.
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Proxies in Property Owners Associations
By Noelle Hicks

One of the most important functions of a property owner’s association is its ability to properly conduct a vote that would
seek to elect directors, substantially increase assessments, approve of a special assessment, and consider modification
of dedicatory instruments. These votes, if permitted by the dedicatory instruments, can be made in person or by proxy.
Therefore, it is important to reflect on some of the requirements for member voting. This article will specifically address the
use of proxies for property owners associations.

Section 82 of the Texas Property Code

Section 82.110 of the Texas Property Code provides for vote
by proxy as it relates to owners of units in a condominium.
Subsection (b) of that portion of the Code states that votes
allocated to a unit may be cast under a written proxy duly
executed by a unit owner, provides for revocation of the
proxy and circumstances under which the proxy is void (if
it’s not dated or it purports to be revocable without notice).
This section also imposes a time limit of one year on proxies,
unless otherwise specified. Please note that this provision
only applies to condominiums that were formed after January
1, 1994 and to those condominium associations that have
amended their dedicatory instruments to adopt the Texas
Uniform Condominium Act (“TUCA”). For Condominiums
that are not subject to TUCA, they must rely upon the
dedicatory instruments for the association for guidance.
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Section 209 of the Texas Property Code

Pursuant to Section 209.00592 the Texas Property Code,
members are permitted to vote in person or by proxy
at a meeting of the property owner’s association, by
absentee ballot, electronic ballot or any other method
of representative or delegated voting provided by the
association’s dedicatory instrument. Homeowner’s have
the right to give their consent for someone to vote on their
behalf only at the meeting then in consideration. Section
209.00592 makes clear that, unless otherwise required by
its dedicatory instrument, a property owner’s association is
not required to provide a property owner more than one
method of voting, but at a minimum, a property owner
must be allowed to vote by absentee ballot or proxy.

Information Required

Prior to the annual meeting, or any meeting where the association has
some item of business to vote on, if the association is going to permit
voting by proxy, each homeowner should be mailed a proxy along with a
proxy statement which contains all the information describing the issues
to be voted on at the annual meeting. This information should include
details of all the items to be discussed at the meeting and the annual report.
The proxy should include the following:
• name of the association
• the word “proxy” under the name of the association
• a statement of who is appointed the owner’s proxy for the meeting
• all issues that are to be voted on at the meeting (if a directed proxy)
• a place for the member to check “yes” or “no”/a place to vote for any
candidates (if a directed proxy)
• a statement letting owners know the range of dates that the proxy
is effective
• a place for the member to sign and date the proxy.
Since the designated proxy holder virtually steps in the shoes of the
members, he should receive a ballot at the meeting just like the other
members present and cast the ballot as instructed. A proxy holder will
cast a ballot as if they are the owner of the property.

Directed v. Undirected Proxy

There are two types of proxies, directed and undirected. The undirected
proxy gives the proxy holder the right to vote as he or she sees fit on any
business. A directed proxy indicates the business that is to be voted on
and a place for the member to tell the proxy holder the way he should
vote. The proxy holder is then legally required to cast the vote the way
that has been designated by the member. A directed and undirected
proxy can be combined, for example by having the owner designate
who they wish the proxy holder to cast a vote for but leave it undirected
for any other business that may properly come before the meeting.
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Problems with Proxies

Issues can arise with the use of proxies. First, members who don’t
attend the meeting in person miss out on any discussion and may
have marked their proxy without all the proper information. Second,
one person can collect many general proxies and can potentially
sway the outcome of the vote. With the use of proxies, members are
surrendering their rights and allowing others to decide for them. As
well if the matter to be voted upon changes at the meeting it is possible
that the proxy will be invalidated.
Member voting is very important. The proxy provides an opportunity
for everyone in the community to exert their power to choose but
must be used appropriately. The best way for an owner to cast a
vote is to attend the meeting and vote for themselves after hearing
any information that is presented at the meeting. However, when
attendance is not possible, the proxy will provide a method of not
disenfranchising an owner.
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A Brief Introduction to Resale Certificates and Condominium
Information Statements
By Ashley Koirtyohann

The Texas Property Code governs the preparation what are
commonly known as resale certificates, with Chapter 207
providing the rules relevant to single-family communities,
and Chapter 82 providing the rules relevant to condominiums.
Resale certificates contain information designed to provide
potential purchasers with a broad overview of the community
association they will be joining, as well as the status of the
property/unit and the accompanying financial account they
will be inheriting from the seller. Proper preparation of resale
certificates can be an important step in ensuring the smooth
introduction of new owners to a community association. The
following are some frequently asked questions regarding the
preparation of resale certificates:

When is a resale certificate required?

Single-Family: The obligation to furnish a resale certificate arises
when a written request is made. Resale certificates can be requested
by an owner, a potential purchaser, or title company acting on
behalf of an owner or potential purchaser. An agent acting on
behalf of any of these parties may also initiate the request.
Condominium: Any unit owner (other than the declarant)
who intends to sell a unit is required to provide a resale
certificate to the purchaser before executing a contract or
converting the unit. The resale certificate cannot be more
than three months old at the time of delivery. However, the
association’s obligation to prepare a resale certificate arises
only when a unit owner submits a written request.

Who is responsible for preparing the resale certificate?

For both single-family communities and condominiums,
the responsibility for preparation and delivery of resale
certificates to the requesting party is placed on the community
association. It is recommended that a representative of the
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association review the resale certificate prior to delivery if it
has been prepared by a third party.

How long does a community association have to
deliver a resale certificate?

Single-Family: Once a written request has been received, the
resale certificate must be provided within 10 business days. If
a resale certificate is requested and is not timely provided, the
owner or title company requesting the resale certificate may
submit a second request. If, 7 business days after the second
request is received, the association still has not provided a
resale certificate, the requesting party can seek a court order
directing the association to furnish the requested information.
The court may also award the requesting party a judgment
against the association for up to $500, in addition to attorney’s
fees and court costs. Failure to provide a resale certificate can
also result in loss of the association’s ability to recover amounts
due on an owner’s property from a purchaser, lender, or title
company as well as the inability to enforce any restrictive
covenant violation that may exist on the property.
Condominium: A condominium association also has 10
business days after a written request has been received to
deliver a resale certificate. If the association fails to do so, the
selling unit owner can provide the purchaser with a sworn
affidavit stating that the request was made and the association
failed to deliver the resale certificate. The selling unit owner and
purchaser may then enter into a written agreement to waive the
requirement for a resale certificate. The association is not liable
to a seller for delay or failure to furnish a resale certificate. An
officer or agent of the association can only be held liable if they
willfully refused to furnish a resale certificate, or were grossly
negligent in the failure to furnish a resale certificate.

What information should be included in the resale certificate?
Single-Family: Section 207.003(b) of the Texas Property Code lists the
information that must be included on a resale certificate for a singlefamily home.
Condominiums: Section 82.157 lists the information that must be
included on a condominium resale certificate.
While there are some differences between what is required for singlefamily communities and condominiums, both are required to provide
information regarding the amount and frequency of assessments, the
total amount outstanding on the seller’s account, any fees associated with
the transfer of ownership, and whether the property being conveyed
is currently in violation of any applicable governing documents.
Additionally, both single-family and condominium associations are
required to include copies of the association’s current operating budget
and balance sheet.
All associations are required to disclose certain information regarding
active litigation, but the nature of the information to be disclosed varies
between single-family communities and condominiums. Condominium
associations are required to provide information regarding the nature
of any pending lawsuit in which the association is a defendant. Singlefamily associations are required to disclose any pending lawsuits in
which the association is a party, plaintiff or defendant, but the only
information that has to be provided is the style and cause number.
Single-family associations are not required to disclose lawsuits relating
to unpaid ad valorem taxes of an individual member of the association.
While there has been a recent uptick in litigation surrounding the alleged
failure to disclose certain information on resale certificates, Texas courts
have routinely held that community associations are required to include
only the information listed in listed in the Property Code.
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A&M University School of Law
in 2017.

What happens if something gets left out of a resale certificate?
Both Chapters 207 and 82 of the Texas Property Code state that a
community association may not deny the validity of any statement made
in a resale certificate. Therefore, failure to include accurate information
on a resale certificate can have a few different consequences. First, if a
violation of a restrictive covenant exists on the date the resale certificate
is prepared but has is not included, the association could lose its ability to
enforce the covenants with respect to that violation. The association can
ask for voluntary compliance, but may not be able to administer fines or
seek relief in court if the violation goes uncured. Second, the association
could lose its ability to collect any amounts that were outstanding on the
date the resale certificate is prepared if those amounts are not included.
If a resale certificate is requested, timely delivery of accurate, upto-date information is vital. The Texas Real Estate Commission has
published form resale certificates for both single-family homes and
condominiums, which include blanks spaces for all of the required
information, along with a list of documents to attach. If you are ever
unsure about whether or not to include certain information on a resale
certificate, you should consult an attorney to prevent your association
from suffering any unintended consequences.
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The Texas Supreme Court’s Opinion on Short-Term Rentals
By Mia Lorick and Frank Carroll

Short-Term Rentals

In the last few years, short-term rentals have gained popularity
following the creation of companies like VRBO and AirBnB.
These online leasing sites effectively replace the “for rent” signs
in front yards because homeowners are now relying on leasing
Apps that allow them to quickly rent their home with the
click of a button. Because renting one’s home is so easy, many
homeowners are opting to rent their homes out as a way to
bring in additional household income.
But many communities in Texas are deed restricted and
governed by property owners’ associations tasked with
enforcing those restrictions. Typically, the property owners’
association becomes aware of an owner’s short-term rentals
because the neighbors notice the activity and complain to the
board of directors. And, some property owners’ associations
conclude that the short-term rentals are a violation of their
community’s applicable restrictive covenants.
This was the case in Timberwood Park—a residential
community in the San Antonio area. And, a lawsuit filed by the
homeowner followed. The facts of the lawsuit are as follows:

Tarr v. Timberwood Park

In Tarr v. Timberwood Park, Kenneth Tarr purchased a home
in 2012 in the Timberwood Park subdivision in the San
Antonio area. In 2014, Tarr’s employment was transferred to
Houston. Rather than sell his San Antonio home, Tarr began
advertising his home on VRBO. Tarr also formed Linda’s Hill
Country Home LLC as the company tasked with managing
the rentals. Between June and October of 2014, Tarr entered
into thirty-one leases ranging anywhere from one to seven
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nights. Because Tarr typically leased his home for periods
shorter than thirty days, he paid the Texas Hotel Tax as well as
the San Antonio / Bexar County Hotel Occupancy Tax.
After neighbors began to complain, the Timberwood Park
Owners’ Association sent Tarr a violation letter relying on the
following restrictive covenant to determine that Tarr’s leases
rendered his tract a commercial rental property:
All tracts shall be used solely for residential purposes,
except tracts designated . . . for business purposes,
provided however, no business shall be conducted on
any of these tracts which is noxious or harmful by reason
of odor, dust, smoke, gas, fumes, noise or vibration.
Based on the above provision, the association found that
Tarr’s rentals violated the residential use restriction. Tarr
subsequently filed a lawsuit against the association, seeking
a declaration from the court that his short-term leases were
not a violation.
Shortly after the lawsuit was filed, the association and Tarr
filed competing motions for summary judgment. Tarr
argued that the restrictions were silent as to lease duration
and therefore did not restrict his right to lease for periods
of shorter than 30 days. The association argued that Tarr’s
rentals were more akin to a business use because he pays the
Texas Hotel Tax and uses an LLC to manage the rentals.
The trial court heard argument of counsel and granted the
association’s motion for summary judgment. Tarr appealed
to the San Antonio Court of Appeals. The Court of Appeals
affirmed and agreed with the decision of the trial court.

Tarr appealed to the Texas Supreme Court. The Texas Supreme
Court granted Tarr’s petition for review and on May 25, 2018,
issued an opinion that holds that Tarr’s short-term rentals are not a
violation of the Timberwood Park residential use restriction.
In its 27-page opinion, the Texas Supreme Court considered the
common law versus the Texas Property Code when interpreting
restrictive covenants and residential versus business purposes.

The common law vs. the Texas Property Code when
interpreting restrictive covenants.

The Texas Supreme Court acknowledged that Tarr and the
association’s differing interpretations of the restrictive covenants
arose because of how the parties argue the restrictive covenant
at issue should be interpreted. Tarr argued that the restrictive
covenant should be construed in accordance with the common law
that provides that restrictive covenants must be strictly construed
against the drafter, while the association argued that the Texas
Property Code replaced the common law and requires that a
restrictive covenant be liberally construed to give effect to its intent.
Rather than decide which interpretation prevails, however, the
Texas Supreme Court did not decide the issue.
Instead, the Court discusses how, in 1987, the Texas legislature
enacted House Bill 356 which effectively provided a rule of
construction: “a restrictive covenant shall be liberally construed
to give effect to its purposes and intent.” But in highlighting the
statutes enactment, the Court is critical of the statute and its lack
of explanation as to whether it was meant to replace the longstanding strict construction rule. The Court adds that it is the lack
of explanation by the legislature that has caused Texas courts of
appeals to “grapple” with the varying standards—leading to a lack
of any uniform standard.
Despite the Court acknowledging the 31 years of judicial debate as
to which rule of construction applies, the Court declined to decide
the issue. This is because the Court found that regardless of which
rule it chose, the outcome would be the same—Tarr’s desired use is
not expressly prohibited in the restrictive covenants applicable to
Timberwood Park and therefore, “no construction, no matter how
liberal, can construe a property restriction into existence when the
covenant is silent as to that limitation.”
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Residential vs. Business

Tarr also argued that “residential purposes” must be read
in comparison to “business purposes” with a focus on
the type of activity occurring in the home. Based on this
rationale, Tarr contended that because the tenants were
eating, sleeping, drinking, and watching tv, they were
doing residential-like things as opposed to blacksmithing
or automobile repair. The association, however, asked the
Court to consider businesses—such as hotels, restaurants,
and hair salons, in which people are doing residential-like
things yet, are still considered businesses.
The Court considered the phrase “residential purpose” and
determined that this restriction refers to the manner in which
the property is being used. The Court then considered whether
the phrase “residential purpose” focuses on the owner’s
activities or the activity that is taking place on the property.
The relevant language of the restrictive covenant states that
Tarr’s tract “shall be used solely for residential purposes,
except tracts designated...for business purposes, provided,
however, no business shall be conducted on any of these
tracts which is noxious or harmful.” The Court determined
that because the covenant says “no business shall be
conducted on any of these tracts” that the restrictive
covenant focuses on the activity taking place on the
property and not the owner’s activities.
The Court then looked to whether “residential use” or
“business use” is defined and stated that without a definition,
the Court must look to the commonly accepted meaning of

the words and phrases: holding that “residential use” is one
that involves activities associated with one’s personal dwelling.
Based on the above, the court ruled that Tarr’s shortterm rentals are not a violation of the Timberwood Park
restrictive covenants.
In holding that Tarr did not violate the restrictive covenants,
the Court reversed the decision of the San Antonio Court
of appeals. However, rather than issue a verdict in favor of
Tarr—who also filed a motion for summary judgment in
the trial court—the Texas Supreme Court sent the case back
to the trial court

Implications of the Texas Supreme Court’s Ruling

The implications of the Texas Supreme Court’s Opinion are
far reaching because in applying a narrow, strict approach
to the interpretation of restrictive covenants, the statute
requiring liberal construction may be effectively overruled.
This means that restrictive covenants will be enforced in the
least restrictive manner that favors free use of land.
The Tarr Opinion may also spark amendments to restrictive
covenants in communities that desire to restrict short-term
leasing. The Court noted that neither the homeowner nor
the association sought an amendment of the applicable
restrictions to either allow or prohibit short-term rentals:
meaning that communities may now push for amendments
to their respective restrictive covenants to prohibit shortterm rentals.

[1] This Article cites to the Texas Supreme Court’s Opinion in Tarr v. Timberwood Park Owners Ass’n, No. 16-1005, 2018 Tex. LEXIS 442, *1 (May 25, 2018).
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UPCOMING EVENTS:
A Toast to Education:
Contentious Meetings- Tips to Diffuse
July 18, 2018 | 4:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
RMWBH Training Room
4630 N Loop 1604 West, Suite 311
San Antonio, TX 78249
*Appetizers and drinks will be provided
Register Here »

Board Leadership Development Workshop
July 19, 2018 | 6:00 p.m.
Apple Creek POA Community Center
7767 Apple Green
San Antonio, TX 78240
Brady Ortego will be speaking on
Contract Pitfalls – Don’t sign that proposal!
Register Here »

Leading an Efficient Neighborhood Watch Program
August 15, 2018 | 4:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
RMWBH Training Room
4630 N Loop 1604 West, Suite 311
San Antonio, TX 78249
*Appetizers and drinks will be provided
Register Here »
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www.RMWBHLaw.com
800.713.4625

AUSTIN

111 Congress Ave, Suite 1620
Austin, Texas 78701
512.279.7344

DALLAS

Mockingbird Station
5307 E. Mockingbird Ln, Suite 685
Dallas, Texas 75206
214.365.9290

FORT BEND

Sugar Land Town Square
2277 Plaza Drive, Suite 290
Sugar Land, Texas 77479
281.207.7697

HOUSTON

2800 Post Oak Blvd 57th Floor
Houston, Texas 77056
713.840.1666

SAN ANTONIO

4630 N. Loop 1604 W. Suite 311
San Antonio, Texas 78249
210.731.8858

The information contained in this newsletter is not legal advice,
but rather general information for educational purpose, and will
not establish an attorney-client relationship. Please consult with
an attorney of your choosing before entering into ANY contract.
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